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Though companies rely on many different actors to develop a new 
and improved therapy, none is as important as  the insight of the 
patients that rely on them.

The patient community is a vital player on the long road towards new drug 
approval.  Good relationship building paves the way for more successful 
patient trials, speedier regulatory approvals, and better post-approval uptake.

Unfortunately, most companies do not engage patient communities early enough 
in drug development, failing to incorporate patient perspectives in a thoughtful, 
deliberate manner at the beginning stage.

Both individual patients and community influencers are far more likely to 
believe in a new treatment if they feel it was created with their best interests 
in mind.

Patients trust a brand that involves 
them in the development process.

Two-way communication built upon 
trust earns a leadership position 

within the disease community.

People suffering from the diseases these medicines are meant to treat have a 
personal interest in the drug review process. They are also the only ones who 
can provide a direct viewpoint into the day-to-day effects of their condition.  
Their insight is valuable, and they want to feel heard.

Understandably, this leads to frustration and a less successful product launch.  
Lackluster relationship building feels ingenuine and does nothing to foster trust 
between patient user groups and the biotech companies invested in their 
product’s success.  Why?

How Can Companies Engage their
Patient Communities at the Right Time?
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There are all kinds of stakeholders who play a valuable role in drug 
development, but need help knowing when and how to involve their patient 
communities for the best results--

The FDA values the patient perspective on their condition and the drugs used to 
treat it.  Because there are unknown factors when assessing a new drug, effective 
judgement requires a grasp of strong data and personal values.

Respecting the Patient Perspective

Good decisions come from a mix of 
evidence and compassion.

The voice of the patient must be captured, repeated, 
and respected.  This requires input from contributors 
in every phase of testing and acceptance.

Why Engage with PAS?

Value at every stage:
We work with clients at every stage of drug development because 
all life science companies need to amplify the patient voice and 
integrate their perspectives into the development process.

the patient voice.....

.....and use it to

allows drugs to be evaluated based 
on the balance of risks and benefits

to the patient

-- Have an easier time recruiting patients 
    for studies

-- Have more meaningful endpoints

-- See less patient trial dropouts

-- Experience higher patient compliance

All companies can get more value out of the drug development process and 
reamain true to their mission by engaging with patients and integrating patient 
input into their efforts.

Better Communication = Better Process

How do you know when to invite your patients to the table?  Working with an 
experienced ally like Patient Advocacy Strategies will help you determine the 
best time to reach out to patient groups.

However, most companies can follow one 
simple rule to start using best practices:

Don’t exclude patients from decisions 
and conversations that will affect them

Life Science Orgs who infuse the 
patient voice into their company.....

directly.  Do solicit their 
input early in the process, 
so their concerns can make 
a meaningful impact in 
your development plan.
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Clinical observations encourage research and further discoveries

Drug development is a journey that requires patient input.

means milestones 
and profits will take 
care of themselves.

We are a proven and respected firm 
that bridges your group to these 
patient organizations.

With our support and expertise, your company can maximize the collaboration 
with the patient community to guide your company in the optimal direction, 

enhancing health outcomes and delivering on your corporate mission
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